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covered all the perennial favorites, from the Freedom Trail to the Berkshires and beyond, but we'll also take
Mrs. Keppel and Her Daughter Diana Souhami 2014-10-14 Alice Keppel, the married lover of Queen Victoria's

you off the beaten track to discover New England's best small towns and most pristine wild places. Whether

eldest son and great-grandmother to Camilla Parker-Bowles, was a key figure in Edwardian society. Hers was

you want a romantic getaway in a Vermont country inn or family fun on the Cape's best beaches, Frommer's

the acceptable face of adultery. Discretion was her hallmark. It was her art to be the king's mistress and yet

will help you design the trip that's right for you. You'll even find a color fold-out map!

to laud the Royal Family and the institution of marriage. Formidable and manipulative, her attentions to the

Europe on 5 Dollars a Day Arthur Frommer 2007

king brought her wealth, power, and status. Her daughter Violet Trefusis had a long tempestuous affair with

Frommer'sÂ Denmark Darwin Porter 2009-08-13

the author and aristocrat Vita Sackville-West, during which Vita left her husband and two sons to travel

Frommer's South Africa Pippa de Bruyn 2003-11-10 Meticulously researched and beautifully written by a

abroad with Violet. It was a liaison that threatened the fabric of Violet's social world, and her passion and

South African native, Frommer's South Africa, 3rd Edition, should be the discerning reader's only guide to a

recalcitrance in pursuit of it pitted her against her mother and society. From memoirs, diaries, and letters,

memorable trip to southern Africa, including the lion-rich reserves of Botswana and the wonders of Victoria

Diana Souhami portrays this fascinating and intense mother/daughter relationship in Mrs. Keppel and Her

Falls. It offers complete safari coverage, from what to wear to the top game lodges to tracking tips from

Daughter. Her story of these women, their lovers, and their lovers' mothers, highlights Edwardian - and

professional safari trackers. But there's so much more: An exploration of Cape Town, perhaps the world's

contemporary - duplicity and double standards and goes to the heart of questions about sexual freedoms.

most beautiful city, surrounded by mountains and sea, and the nearby picturesque Winelands country; Whale-

Frommer's New England Paul Karr 2006-10-02 You'll never fall into the tourist traps when you travel with

watching and eating seafood on the Western Cape; Walking through carpets of flowers in Namaqualand

Frommer's. It's like having a friend show you around, taking you to the places locals like best. Our expert

plains after the first spring rains; Rafting or surfing the churning waters of the Zambezi River. Frommer's

authors have already gone everywhere you might go -- they've done the legwork for you, and they're not

South Africa, 3rd Edition, gives you all that and much more, from the best places to stay and eat to expert

afraid to tell it like it is, saving you time and money. No other series offers candid reviews of so many hotels

advice on getting there, getting around, and having the trip of a lifetime!

and restaurants in all price ranges. Every Frommer's Travel Guide is up-to-date, with exact prices for

Frommer's Europe on $20 a day George McDonald 1983

everything, dozens of color maps, and exciting coverage of sports, shopping, and nightlife. You'd be lost

Ask Arthur Frommer Arthur Frommer 2009-03-11

without us! Frommer's New England features gorgeous full-color photos of the historic sights, stunning

Frommer'sBuenos Aires Michael Luongo 2005-10-11

landscapes, and seaside towns that await you. Meticulously researched by a team of expert residents who

Frommer's Cape Town Day by Day Lizzie Williams 2010-01-19 Short and punchy city guide to Cape Town and

know this region intimately, this is an extraordinary and highly personal guide to one of America's most scenic

the Winelands, showing travellers the region in the most effective way. Aimed at sophisticated travellers who

regions. Frommer's New England is packed with candid opinions on the best country inns and restaurants,

are looking for a very accessible read to make the most of their stay, special-interest tours allow travellers to

lobster pounds, antique shops, foliage tours, beaches, hiking, biking, and other outdoor adventures. We've

get a good idea of the geography instantly before exploring it, giving people some surprising choices for what
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to see and do that they might not have thought to consider normally. Includes advice on: How to enjoy Cape

Filled with tips and itinerary suggestions, hundreds of original color photos, dozens of annotated maps,

Towns highlights including Table Mountain, V&A waterfront; Robben Island and Boulder’s Beach Special

thematic tours for every taste, and star-rated advice on where to eat, stay, shop, and have fun, this book is

interest tours including Cape Town’s Apartheid History, Cape Town for Kids, Gourmet Cape Town, Cape

the perfect accompaniment to any visit to the Maritimes.

Town for Shopaholics and Adventurer’s Cape Town The best neighbourhood walks from the City Center to

Frommer's Europe on $25 a Day Arthur Frommer 1984

Government Avenue to Bo-Kaap to Green Point

New England - Frommer's Complete Guides Lisa Legarde 1995-09 Just look at what Frommer's has to offer

Frommer'sNova Scotia, New Brunswick & Prince Edward Island Paul Karr 2004-05-21 Provides descriptions

this season: -- Stunning new covers -- Free full-color fold-out maps in our best-selling titles -- An attractive,

and cost and contact information for restaurants, accommodations, shops, recreation, and attractions, and

easy-to-use two-color design -- More maps than ever before, all keyed to the text -- Four-color maps on the

offers travel tips for people with special needs.

interior front and back covers -- Increased coverage of outdoor activities, nature areas, and discoveries off the

Frommer's Singapore and Malaysia Jennifer Eveland 2003-05-23 Provides information on attractions,

beaten track -- An opinionated "best of the Destination" chapter to open each guide and point readers to the

accommodations, restaurants, shopping, and nightlife.

top experiences, drives, active vacations, hotels, restaurants, and shopping in each guide With selections in

Frommer's South Africa Pippa de Bruyn 2009-12-09 Completely updated every 2 years, Frommer's South

all price ranges, Frommer's is packed with completely up-to-date practical information, exact prices, and

Africa features gorgeous color photos of the sights and experiences that await you and a brand new history

candid insider advice. It's the most authoritative, easy-to-use guide a traveler can buy. New England is rich in

and culture chapter. Our author, a lifelong resident of South Africa, hits all the highlights-including safaris in

history and heritage, and Frommer's offers complete details on how to see the sights. With detailed reviews of

South Africa and Botswana, side trips to Victoria Falls, and vineyard tours outside Cape Town. She's checked

the region's best inns and restaurants, and a free full-color fold-out map, Frommer's is the only guide a

out all the region's best game lodges, hotels, and restaurants in person; and she offers authoritative, candid

traveler needs.

reviews that will help you find the choices that suit your tastes and budget. You'll also get up-to-the-minute

Frommer's Hawaii from $80 a Day Jeanette Foster 2001-12-29 Frommer's is the name you can trust for great

coverage of World Cup 2010; the South African political dynamic and its effects on travel in the region; active

travel bargains. Our acclaimed $-a-Day series is not for backpackers who want to rough it, but for travelers

travel advice in nearly every destination chapter; in-depth coverage of dining, shopping, and nightlife in Cape

with taste, who've outgrown their student lifestyle and demand comfortable accommodations and good,

Town; detailed driving tours; dozens of maps; and side trips to Botswana, Victoria Falls, and Zambia.

authentic meals at a reasonable price. Each guide is loaded with detailed listings for mom-and-pop motels,

Frommer's Miami & the Keys Day by Day Lesley Abravanel 2009-11-02 Frommer's first edition Miami & the

B&Bs, comfortable guesthouses, good-value bistros, and ethnic restaurants. You'll find a bargain-hunter's

Keys Day by Day is your personal tour guide to the sizzling city of Miami and the oases that are the Keys.

shopping guide, affordable fun after dark, and complete sightseeing coverage, including the best things to do

Specialized tours cater to art and architecture lovers or those traveling with kids, while extensive dining and

for free (or almost). Our expert authors have already gone everywhere you might go--they've done the

nightlife listings get you behind the velvet ropes at some of the hottest spots in South Beach. Discover which

legwork for you, and they're not afraid to tell it like it is, saving you time and money. Every Frommer's $-a-Day

beaches are family-friendly (and where you'll need to cover the little one's eyes), and what courses are the

Guide is up-to-date, with dozens of color maps and exact prices for every single expense, so you can

best to tee off. And, be immersed in culture, whether it's acclaimed art museums and Art Deco hotels or

accurately plan each day's budget. Frommer's knows that affordable travel doesn't have to mean making

Cuban coffee and salsa dancing.

sacrifices. It's about having fun and getting a great deal! Frommer's Hawaii from $70 a Dayproves that you

Frommer's Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island Day by Day Paul Karr 2011-03-01

don't have to spend a fortune on a ritzy resort to experience the best of the islands. Meticulously researched

Frommer's Nova Scotia, New Brunswick & PEI Day by Day will guide readers through the Canadian Maritimes

by two of Hawaii's most noted journalists, this is a reliable, up-to-date, and comprehensive guide to the best

quickly and with an insider's knowledge of the unforgettable sights and experiences these provinces have to

bargains in the Aloha State. Our authors have scoured every inch of the islands personally, and they've

offer. Discover everything from the best lobster dinners, friendliest B&Bs and most pristine PEI golf courses to

selected the very best B&Bs, cottage and condo rentals, authentic mom-and-pop restaurants, shopping

one-of-a-kind adventures like hiking along the trail at North Cape and whale watching near the Bay of Fundy.

bargains, and affordable after-dark fun. They've given you all the details you need to use the Web to plan
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your trip, and offer smart advice on package tours, airfare bargains, and more. We'll make sure that you'll

highlights of the area Expanded coverage of Shenandoah National Park and Virginia Beach as well as terrific

truly experience the spirit of aloha--we'll help you steer clear of anything that's overpriced, touristy, or

detail on historic sights and Civil War battlefields round out this updated edition of Virginia. An "Active

inauthentic. With Frommer's in hand, you'll discover secluded beaches; great spots for snorkeling; golf

Vacation Planner" locates the best fishing, golf, hiking, and more. When you're ready to relax, you can turn to

courses with reasonable greens fees; hikes through volcano craters and lush rain forest; and secret waterfall

sections on the best in B&Bs and authentic Southern cooking.

swimming holes. We've even thrown in a free color fold-out map!

Frommer's Denver, Boulder and Colorado Springs Don Laine 2003-01-17 Meticulously researched by an

Frommer's Kenya and Tanzania Keith Bain 2010-05-10 Frommer's Kenya & Tanzania will be the only major

experienced husband-and-wife team, this handbook offers coverage of all three Rocky Mountain cities.

guidebook to cover both of these countries in detail. Fully 50% of international tourists arriving in Tanzania

Discover the best places to buy Western wear and Western art; the top restaurants, from downhome

come from Kenya, so the convenience of having one book for both countries is a significant selling point.

steakhouses to trendy brewpubs; and the best skiing, hiking, biking, and fishing in the glorious landscapes

Frommer's Kenya & Tanzania will be written by a trio of writers, two of whom currently live in Africa and a

nearby.

third who lived in Tanzania for years. The book will include a Swahili language appendix, a wildlife safari

Frommer'sÂ Panama Jisel Perilla 2008-12-11

guide, and in-depth coverage of the best safari lodges, eco-resorts, and national parks Kenya and Tanzania

Frommer'sÂ Irreverent Guide to Manhattan Ethan Wolff 2004-03-25

have to offer. Opinionated write-ups. No bland descriptions and lukewarm recommendations. Our expert

Fodor's Boston Victoria Abbott Riccardi 2018 This guide provides information on hotels, restaurants, driving

writers are passionate about their destinations--tell it like it is in an engaging and helpful way. Exact prices

and walking tours, shopping and sightseeing, and nighttime entertainment around Boston.

listed for every establishment and activity--no other guides offer such detailed, candid reviews of hotels and

Frommer's Bermuda David Lahuta 2019-04-16 Frommer's Complete Guides are packed with dazzling photos

restaurants. We include the very best, but also emphasize moderately priced choices for real people. All

and detailed, opinionated and honest reviews, giving you the low-down on what's worth your trip and what's

Complete guides offer user-friendly features including star ratings and special icons to point readers to great

not. The destinations are broken down into easy to navigate sections and include a full size pull out map to

finds, excellent values, insider tips, best bets for kids, special moments, and overrated experiences. The

help you plan the perfect trip.

latest, savviest trip-planning advice--from saving money on airfares to renting a cell phone abroad to the latest

Frommer's Cape Town Day by Day Lizzie Williams 2009

advice on sustainable travel-to help readers make the most of their time and money.

Frommer's Valencia Day by Day Timothy Birch 2009-04-15 Valencia Day by Day is a short punchy city guide

Frommer's Virginia George McDonald 1996 Spring is the showcase of Frommer's new emphasis on outdoor

that shows you the best way around the city in the most effective way. Through special interest tours and

activities and adventure travel! Head for the beaches and water sports with a brand-new guide to Nova Scotia

easy to understand maps, travellers are able to get a good idea of the geography of their city instantly before

or hike through the Rockies with first editions of Frommer's Utah and Montana and Wyoming. Updated

exploring it in an interesting way. Full day tours around the main sites of Valencia Old Town, the Beaches,

editions of Alaska and Canada highlight the natural wonders of these areas and help the traveler to

and the new City of Arts & Sciences and of choice cafes and restaurants along the way Includes Special-

experience it all firsthand. All-new guides to Greece and Israel will contain sections on beaches and outdoor

Interest Tours such as futuristic Valencia, the Holy Grail trail and tours for kids Details neighbourhood walks:

activities as well as detailed coverage of the cultural and historical sites. New features and expanded

Barrio del Carmen, the Grand Avenues Outdoor Valencia: the parks and the beaches The Best Shopping

coverage along with the Frommer hallmarks of accuracy, comprehensive coverage, and ease of use promise

around markets and malls including the best of the smaller shopping streets Includes day trips to Benidorm,

to provide the best coverage of the most exciting places in the world! Look for: -- Bright new cover look with

Terra Mitica, Requena & Utiel, Peñiscola & Morella

fabulous photography -- Free full-color foldout maps in the best-selling titles -- Attractive, easy-to-use two-

Frommer'sMaine Coast Paul Karr 2005-03-18

color design -- Easier-to-use, more accurate, and more attractive two-color interior maps -- Four-color maps

Flash Boys: A Wall Street Revolt Michael Lewis 2014-03-31 Argues that post-crisis Wall Street continues to

on the inside covers -- Expanded coverage of the outdoors -- including sites and activities and discoveries off

be controlled by large banks and explains how a small, diverse group of Wall Street men have banded

beaten track -- Opinionated "Best of the Destination" sections to open each guide and point readers to the

together to reform the financial markets.
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Frommer'sÂ Japan Day by Day Matt Alt 2012-03-27 Provides over eighty self-guided tours based on such

Laguna; the Anaga; Candelaria andGüímar; Puerto de la Cruz; La Orotava; Garachico; the Teno; the west

interests as culture, sports, dining, nightlife, and island life, and features reviews of attractions, restaurants,

coast; thesouthwest resorts; the south coast; Teide; the interior; San Sebastián andPlaya de Santiago; Valle

shopping centers, and hotels.

Gran Rey; northern La Gomera. Attractions covered include: Barranco del Infierno; Costa Martiánez; Teide

Frommer's San Antonio and Austin with the Hill Country Edie Jarolim 2003-04-18 Describes points of interest

National Park; Parque García Sanabria; Icod de los Vinos; El Sauzal; Acantilados de Los Gigantes; El

in the two Texas cities and recommends hotels, restaurants, shops, and entertainment.

Encantadora. Accommodation - our unbiased selection of the top places to stay, to suit every budget.

Frommer'sÂ Great Britain Day by Day Donald Olson 2012-02-14 Features travel information for all of Great

Essentials - crucial pre-departure practical information including getting there, local transport, leisure and

Britain including the best of ancient Britain, modern Britain, the nightlife, museums, and architecture.

sports, health, tourist information, festivals, events and more. Background information - an easy-to-use

Frommer'sTurkey Lynn A. Levine 2004-06-25 Describes attractions, lodging, and dining for the visitor to

chronology, plus a handy Spanish language section. About Rough Guides: Escape the everyday with Rough

Turkey, providing travel advice and resources.

Guides. We are a leading travel publisher known for our "tell it like it is" attitude, up-to-date content and great

Frommer's® Colorado 2009

writing. Since 1982, we've published books covering more than 120 destinations around the globe, with an

Frommer's Brussels & Bruges with Ghent & Antwerp George McDonald 2003-04-25 Provides information on

ever-growing series of ebooks, a range of beautiful, inspirational reference titles, and an award-winning

accommodations, dining, sights, nightlife, and shopping.

website. We pride ourselves on our accurate, honest and informed travel guides.

Frommer's Cape Cod Day by Day Laura M. Reckford 2011-03-29 Detailed general and special interest tours

Frommer's Easyguide to Nashville and Memphis Ashley Brantley 2019-05-07 From Music City to the Home of

of the whole Cape, as well as Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard, whether you have a day, a weekend or

the Blues, Frommer's EasyGuide to Nashville and Memphis has everything you need for a tuneful, tasty, and

longer. Tours of the best small towns and villages, from Falmouth to Oak Bluffs The best beaches, hikes, bike

enriching trip to these Tennessee titans of American music. In this concise, up-to-date guide, local expert

trails and kayaking trips

Ashley Brantley leads readers through palaces of country like the Grand Ole Opry and Ryman Auditorium in

Frommer's Europe on $30 a Day Arthur Frommer 1988-10

Nashville, as well as the Beale Street clubs in Memphis where the blues and rock were born - stopping along

Pocket Rough Guide Tenerife & La Gomera Andrea Montgomery 2018-12-03 Discover these exciting volcanic

the way at bars and honky-tonks where tomorrow's chart-toppers hone their craft. There's more to these cities

islands with the most incisive and entertaining travel guide on the market. You can take this handy, pocket-

thanmusic, though, and Frommer's gives plenty of space to their historical and natural sights, museums, and,

sized book out with you anywhere, any time. Whether you plan to explore the backstreets of Santa Cruz,

of course, food, including Memphis barbecue and Nashville hot chicken.Inside the guide: - Tons of helpful

relax on a black-sand beachor hike in the shadow of Mount Teide, Pocket Rough Guide Tenerife & La

maps, including a full-color foldout map - Exact pricing, with accurate amounts listed for every attraction,

Gomera will show you the ideal places tosleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the way. Perfect for short trips

restaurant, hotel, nightspot, and shop - No-holds-barred reviews of the most appealing attractions - and the

- compact and concise, with all the practical info you'll need for a few days' stay. Free pull-out map, as well

ones to skip - Money-saving tipsfor every budget - Smart planning strategies for trips of varying lengths and

as full-colour maps throughout - navigate the cobbled old town of La Orotava or work your way along Calle

travelers with varying interests - Star ratings to help you find highlights and hidden gems at a glanceAbout

del Castillo in Santa Cruz without needing to get online. Things not to miss - our rundown of Tenerife and La

Frommer's:There's a reason that Frommer's has been the most trusted name in travel for more than sixty

Gomera's unmissable sights and experiences. Itineraries - carefully planned routes to help you organize your

years. Arthur Frommer created the best-selling guide series in 1957 to help American servicemen fulfill their

visit. Independent, trusted reviews - written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and

dreams of travel in Europe, and since then, we have published thousands of titles became a household name

insight, with options to suit every budget. Stunning images - a rich collection of inspiring colour photography.

helping millions upon millions of people realize their own dreams of seeing our planet. Travel is easy with

Detailed island coverage - whether visiting the big sights or venturing off the tourist trail, this travel guide has

Frommer's.

in-depth practical advice for every step of the way. Chapters cover each area in depth, with all the sights and

Frommer's Naples and The Amalfi Coast Day by Day Nicky Swallow 2010-03-16 Frommer’s Naples & Amalfi

the best of the nearby shops, cafés, restaurants, bars and clubs. Areas covered include: Santa Cruz; La

Coast Day by Day guide is a full-colour, practical and accessible book. The guides are aimed at sophisticated
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travellers who are looking for a very accessible read to make the most of their stay. Through the use of

well as top resort restaurants. Our coverage also features the island's abundant lodging options, from high-

special-interest tours in the books, travellers are able to get a good idea of the geography of this region

end resorts along the west and south shores to increasingly popular rental properties and condos.

instantly before exploring it in an interesting way, giving people some surprising choices for what to see and

•ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE: A brief introduction and spectacular color photos capture the ultimate

do, that they might not have thought to consider normally. Full colour with free foldout map The Best Full Day

experiences and attractions throughout Maui, Molokai, and Lanai. •GORGEOUS PHOTOS AND

Tours of Naples in One, Two and Three days including the Campi Flegrei. The Best Special-Interest Tours –

ILLUSTRATED FEATURES: You’ll gain insight into Hawaii's unique culture with a special feature on Hawaiian

Churches, Naples for Art Lovers, Underground Naples, Hidden Naples. Naples for Kids, Decumani Inferior &

culture and be inspired to explore with full color photos throughout. •DETAILED MAPS: Full-size street maps

Maior (Spaccanapoli & Via Tribunali), Royal Naples & Waterfront.

throughout the guidebook will help you get around. •ITINERARIES AND TOP RECOMMENDATIONS: A new

Fodor's Maui Fodor's Travel Guides 2018-11-06 Written by locals, Fodor's Maui travel guidebook offers expert

one-week itinerary will help you plan and make the most of your time on the island; an island-hopping

advice and insider tips for all tastes and budgets. Complete with detailed maps and concise descriptions, this

itinerary includes the best of nearby islands Lanai and Molokai. We include tips on where to eat, stay, and

travel guide will help you plan your trip with ease and make the most out of your visit to Maui, Molokai, and

shop as well as information about nightlife, sports, and the outdoors. •INDISPENSABLE TRIP PLANNING

Lanai. Join Fodor’s in exploring one of the most exciting islands in Hawaii. Invariably, Maui makes and often

TOOLS: It's easy to plan a vacation for any interest using the guide's planner pages, which include sections

tops travelers' lists of the world's best islands, and it's not just because of its luxurious resorts and golf

for families and for those planning weddings and honeymoons. Tips throughout the book to help you make

courses. Fodor's Maui showcases the perfect beaches, rain forests, dramatic cliffs, spectacular marine life and

the most of your time. •COVERS: Wailea, Lahaina, Kaanapali, Kapalua, Paia, Haleakala National Park, Hana,

rich Hawaiian culture, that make this island irresistible. Fodor’s Maui with Molokai & Lanai includes: •UP-TO-

Molokai, Lanai, and more. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and

DATE COVERAGE: Restaurant listings in Fodor's Maui highlight the best local favorites for casual dining as

written by local experts. Planning on visiting the rest of Hawaii? Check out Fodor’s state-wide guide to Hawaii,
Essential Hawaii, as well as Fodor’s Big Island, Fodor’s Oahu, and Fodor’s Kauai.
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